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ABC has given a series order to the crime anthology American Vandal. The project, which is based on the British Vandal comedy series, is from 20th Century Fox Television and ABC Signature Studios. 20th Century Fox Television produces and ABC Signature Studios produces. The project is being directed by Aneesh Chaganty, who previously wrote and directed the 2014 feature feature Star Trek
Beyond. Scripted by Nkeelan Euzcan, the series follows a group of teenagers who live in the titular town who find themselves on the run after committing a vicious crime of their own. The show is based on the British series Vandal, which aired on Channel 4 and Netflix and stars Christopher Mintz-Plasse (Law & Order: SVU) as Billy, James Harkness (The Theory of Everything) as Timmy, and Max
Brown (Ball in the Family) as Dan. Mintz-Plasse, meanwhile, has also been developing the project for ABC, which is co-producing the series with 20th Century Fox Television and ABC Signature Studios. The half-hour crime comedy comes from Scott Brown and Howard Klein’s Makeready TV. The duo also serves as executive producers on the show. British producer Sarah Smith is co-executive
producer and the show will be produced by Smith’s Vertigo Entertainment in association with Makeready TV. It is still unclear whether or not the series will be part of the recently announced “Big 10” college-centric programming slate. Also cast in the series are Tammin Sursok (Bob’s Burgers), Josephine Decker (Girls), Joel Courtney (The Last Man on Earth), and Ian Collins-Rector (Blue Bloods).
American Vandal was first developed for BBC Two in 2014, but had trouble gaining a home. The series debuted on Netflix in 2015, where it has found an audience. It is currently available to stream on Netflix. It was renewed for a second season back in February. In addition to the Vandal series, ABC has also ordered a Vandal spinoff series from Fox 21, which is said to be a “quick-turn” procedural.
In addition, the network also has an untitled, crime anthology series that will star Alan Tudyk in development at ABC. Vandal is currently filming its third season. Production on the third season is set to begin this summer. For ABC, American Vandal joins a recently ordered slate of six 82157476af
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